Safeguarding needs YOU!
When Safeguarding is mentioned, there is usually a collective moan and everyone wants
to change the subject. Safeguarding is one of the most important jobs in our church; it
exists to protect children and vulnerable adults but is also exists to protect us, the church
members. It is an area of which we all need to be aware and something we should ALL
be doing. I repeat, Safeguarding is there to protect US, the church members and volunteers. It is not just a paper exercise to protect the young people and vulnerable adults.
The Circuit safeguarding team is in post to ensure that legislative and connexional information is disseminated to the churches, that the staff and volunteers in churches have
received appropriate checks and trainings. They work with the church safeguarding representatives to ensure that local churches are compliant and that training is up to date.
What they do not do is monitor the application of the policy.
Church Safeguarding Officers (volunteers) are in post to ensure the church members
and volunteers are aware of Safeguarding rules and provide the necessary resources.
They do not have to do all the Safeguarding work personally, that is just too onerous. It is
the job of all the group leaders to make sure that their individual groups are operating
correctly.
The Church (and Circuit) Safeguarding Policy states that all new workers with children
and vulnerable adults will be given 'Appendix D' and it is the responsibility of the group
leader to ensure that any new volunteers receive it. Your church safeguarding officer will
be able to supply a copy of the relevant paperwork and it is the responsibility of the leader of any group which exists to run activities for children and young people under 18 and/
or groups of vulnerable adults to ensure that the rules are followed. These include, but
are by no means limited to, ensuring that there are always at least two adults (DBS
checked) present at any activity, that group leaders do not offer transport unless they
have specific parental authorisation. Also to ensure that Safeguarding guidelines apposite to off premises trips (at home or abroad) have been followed. Adherence to these
guidelines is a two way protection.
Abusers don't have suspicious looking faces or a label around their neck telling you they
are an abuser - they are often smartly dressed, very likeable people - they are the last
people you'd ever suspect of abusing. But they exist - they could be in our churches and
we have to be vigilant. They love offering to help, they love becoming indispensable and
often sneak their way into situations where they should have had to provide references,
and do a DBS check but somehow it gets overlooked.
Jimmy Savile was allowed to wander hospital wards at night alone; if there had been a
tight Safeguarding Policy, he would never have had the chance to abuse anyone
If you see someone getting rather too friendly with a young or vulnerable person and
you're worried they might be taking advantage of them report to the church safeguarding
officer who will see help and guidance from the Circuit team.
If you are a group leader - please make sure that everyone in your group has signed the
necessary forms and has the necessary Safeguarding knowledge and training - and if in
doubt ask! If we all take responsibility for Safeguarding, it will run like clockwork and we
will protect our children, vulnerable adults and
20 ourselves.
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Dear Friends,
“The bells of waiting Advent ring”. So begins John Betjeman’s funny and poignant
poem called simply ‘Christmas’. There are many forms of waiting and Advent is
one of the best.
Think of that moment in every form of reality TV when the presenter says: “and the
winner is…” and we are all left for that long silent moment while the camera pans
from anxious face to anxious face. We all wait, holding our breath, crossing our
fingers, screwing up our eyes, and then the result is announced and life can begin
again! The waiting is excruciating and exciting and you know it will end any
moment. You simply cannot stay in that state for very long!
That is so different from waiting at a bus stop when you are not quite sure if the
bus will turn up or not. Every passing moment adds to your doubt and you begin to
wonder whether to give up. There is not much faith here that anything will actually
happen – you are waiting in a sort of resigned half-hope that something will.
Advent is about eager anticipation, waiting for something we know is coming. It is
certainly better than half-hearted waiting at a bus stop and it is better even than
the moment before the result is announced in reality TV shows. We already know
the answer and it is the most astonishing thing – that in Jesus, God chose to limit
himself to a human life on this very earth, and that he came into the world as
vulnerably as possible. Charles Wesley put it so wonderfully: “Our God contracted
to a span, incomprehensibly made man”. We know it is coming – but still we have
to wait.
We wait in order to prepare ourselves for this great truth, to set ourselves right with
God and to remember again the events leading up to Jesus’ birth.
The Covenant services come quickly after Christmas, when we personally
recommit ourselves to God in the context of our Christian communities. And before
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the end of this quarter we will have entered the season of Lent, which is another
season of preparation as we consider our own path of discipleship.
In all the preparations you are embarking on, I hope you will find space to wait
with excitement, anticipation and wonder.
I wish everyone a hope-filled Advent, Christmas and new year.

Claire

Circuit Officers are volunteers and yet they are required to have knowledge of,
and apply, Employment Law to all employees and FSA and HMRC rules to financial matters not to mention following the rules of Methodism as laid down in
CPD. The Treasurer has to ensure staff get paid, review and reimburse expenses, ensure that HMRC requirements are met and sort out any queries in addition
to assisting church treasurers as they seek to follow the same rules. The Treasurer also has to verify that individual church accounts are correctly audited and
signed off before consolidating Circuit accounts which need to be forwarded to
District. All this has to be done to a timetable set by Connexion! A circuit budget
and forecast must be maintained and reviewed regularly – remember this is
done by a volunteer in addition to the calls of their professional and family life!

___________________________________________________________________
SHARING CHURCH & CIRCUIT NEWS
It has arrived!

Circuit Volunteers work hard to ensure that the churches conform to the legal
requirements aroid safeguarding. This is generally seen as a bureaucratic process and is not popular but not only does it ensure that the Church meets legal
requirements it also exists to protect Church volunteers as well as the young
people and vulnerable adults.

The wait is finally over and the Circuit Website has been published. Visit it at
www.wokingwaltonmethodistcircuit.org.uk
Information on all the tabs is updated by the Circuit team but the churches tab
takes visitors directly to the Church websites.
We need to keep the website fresh and relevant. It is our face to the world and
everyone can contribute to the makeup.
Information for the news page, the diary and any posters and church magazines
for inclusion should be sent to Linda Weedon, linda_weedon@hotmail.com.
Do not miss this opportunity to show the outside world how this circuit and it’s
constituent churches
Welcome to this Winter edition of Flight Path. Once
are doing God’s work in
again my thanks to all who have contributed. As someSurrey.
one living church and circuit on the fringes, It seems to
be a busy time across the circuit and there is much
evidence of God working amongst us.
Happy Christmas
Deadline for the next edition is Monday 1 February
2016.
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Other Circuit officers seek to ensure that Circuit property is maintained to an
appropriate standard, following connexional rules as to the minimum specification for such property. These officers are available to advise local churches and
recommend approved contractors should work be required. They are on hand to
sort out issues with Manses should any of the domestic disasters we all experience from time to time arise for our presbyters.
It is the Circuit which oversees the appointment of new presbyters, aiming to
understand and apply the process and help local church officers to understand
the process and their part in it so that it can be applied effectively. This involves
a great deal of time researching the requirements of the churches (and different
churches within the same Station may have vastly differing expectations and
needs) in addition to the usual Church and Circuit meetings. Remember these
people are volunteers.
We all serve God in different ways, after all he has given us all different gifts and
graces in the same way that he has given our ministers gifts and graces. We do,
however, share the same ability to love our fellow men, accord them courtesy
and consideration and if we do not feel able to offer our time to serve the
church, circuit and connexion over and above our weekly worship, we are all
able to give thanks for those who do and support them in our prayers.
We are, hopefully, to welcome two new presbyters in September 2016. May we
be a welcoming, Mission focussed circuit comprised of churches which support
each other and be admirable representatives of Methodist Connexion in this part
of Surrey.
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WHY?
As you will all know by now our circuit is currently involved in discussions with
Guildford about forming a new circuit. These discussions have stemmed out of a
District wide initiative to look at Re-shaping. Back in 2014 the Superintendents
and senior stewards of all seven circuits in the Western Area of the South-East
Methodist District commence discussions about re-shaping. The staffing situation which arose in our circuit in Spring 2015 and the enormous help we have
received form staff in the Guildford Circuit merely expedited the discussions. Following the vote of consent at the church council meetings of all our circuit
churches, we now well into discussions with the Guildford Circuit exploring the
possibility of becoming one, larger unit.
However as the team goes around the circuit attending services, meetings and
social events we hear comments such as ‘We don’t need circuit’, ‘Circuit is a
waste of time ‘, ‘what has the circuit ever done for us?’
What is the purpose of a Circuit?
The Purpose of the Circuit includes the effective deployment of the resources of
ministry – people, property and finance as they relate to Methodist churches in
the Circuit, to churches of other denominations and to participation in the life of
the communities served by the circuit, including schools and colleges.
Our calling as a circuit is the calling of the Methodist Church: to respond
to the gospel of God’s love in Christ and to live out its discipleship in worship and mission. We do this through Worship, Evangelism, Service and
Learning and caring.
Circuit is here to stay. The Methodist Church is a Connexional Church, no Methodist church is, or ever can be, an island. It is the Circuit who employ your Minister, own and maintain a home for your Minister, provide a duty of care for the
minister and his family and work with the connexional hierarchy to ensure that all
churches have Ministerial cover i.e. pastoral charge/care. A circuit will also encourage and support Mission and Outreach activities across the churches. A
Methodist Church cannot stand on its own; it is always part of the Connexion.
The shape of Methodism is changing. All across the country smaller circuits like
us are changing and looking to their neighbours to join together to become larger
circuits. The current discussions with the Guildford circuit, should they prove propitious, would create a larger Circuit which is still fairly small by many standards.
As membership within churches drops then presbyters (the number of which is
also falling) become responsible for more churches. This may lead, in future
years, to churches merging with neighbouring churches where low numbers,
aging and decaying buildings and lack of funds and of volunteers combine together to preclude the church continuing as a viable unit. Thankfully none of our
circuit churches are, at present, in that situation but unless people come forward
and volunteer to fill key roles in church and circuit and unless members listen to
the needs of the church (e.g. new roof before new kitchen) a situation like this
could easily arise
18

EVENING WORSHIP

__________________________________________________________________

One of the many changes over recent years has been the decline in evening services. There are many reasons for this change. Some miss these services where
somehow the ambiance is very different to morning worship. Regular evening
services are a thing of the past but there are some opportunities for evening worship across the circuit during the next quarter:
10th January 2016—Weybridge Methodist Church, 6.15 for 6.30. Mr Hugh Bowerman will lead Café Church style worship.
24th January 2106 — St Peter's, Woking, 6.30 (TBC). This is an open service to
celebrate the week of Prayer for Christian Unity.
28th February 2016—Trinity Methodist Church, Woking. Circuit Service led by
Rev Chris Blake and Rev Dr Claire Potter.
There is also a ‘Pudding & Praise’ at Walton in the pipeline for end of January/
beginning of February. Keep and eye on the websites www.waltonmethodist.com
and www.wokingwaltonmethodistcircuit.org.uk for confirmation.
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Circuit Mission Group
Mission day
On October 17 2016 the Circuit Mission group hosted a Mission Day at Walton
Methodist church. This day was led by Rev Melvyn Cook on the theme ‘How can
I talk about my Faith?’ Whilst the number of attendees was slightly down on the
previous years event, a goodly number congregated to listen to an enthusiastic,
energetic and inspired speaker who shared details of his own journey to faith
and how he shares it, showed us (DVD’s) the inspirational story of a young man
who lost both legs in a freak accident, how he struggled with his life post accident, how he came back to God and how he now talks about his faith. We were
encouraged as individuals to think about and answer questions about how we
came to faith and the experiences we all have to share and then exhorted to discuss this in small groups. It is amazing how inhibited most of us are about sharing even with other Christians. Melvyn helped us to see how we could share, in
quite simple terms, the good news of the Bible though our own life experiences.
It was a great day. The question is, having been shown how easy it is to talk
about our faith, has Melvyn imbued us with the confidence to do so? After all, as
we were reminded, we are never on our own in this.
Thanks are extended to all who supported this event and especially to Walton for
their hospitality.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Prayer Vigil 2016
Following on from the successful prayer weekend last year, we will be repeating
the 24 hours of prayer from 8.00am on Saturday 6 February 2016 until 8.00am
on Sunday 7 February 2016. The format will be the same as last year and the
time slots for churches to pray across will be communicated via your churches
Mission group representative early in the new year.
As we did last year, it is hoped that those leading services on Sunday 7th will
include a ‘wrap up’ for this time of prayer during morning worship.
It is exciting to report that the Guildford Circuit will also be holding a 24 hour
prayer vigil in parallel with Woking & Walton-on-Thames.
Mission Group representatives:
Liz Swift, Lynda Shore, Carole Steele, John Nelson, Jeanette Curtis, Linda
Weedon. Chair– Rev David Faulkner
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News from around the Circuit

Addlestone Methodist Church
The annual Christmas Fayre will take place on 28 November 2015. The
Nursery, Bear Hugs, will hold their Christmas show in the church during December.

Byfleet Methodist Church
The Church are holding an Advent Carol Service on Sunday 29 November
at 4.30 pm to which all are welcome

Knaphill Methodist Church
Knaphill are entering a very exciting year as they commence a year of celebration of 150 years of Methodism in Knaphill. This will commences with a
Victorian themed Bazaar on 28 November which runs from 10—2.

St Michael’s, Sheerwater
Woking Borough Councillors voted to let New Vision Hone submit a planning
application for 984 new properties in Sheerwater. It includes plans for at
least 450 affordable hones, a health centre and leisure and retails facilities,
If it gets the go ahead this plan will mean the displacement of long term residents for at least the duration of the works. Please include this less than
satisfactory situation in your prayers.

KNAPHILL METHODIST CHURCH 150TH ANNIVERSARY
In November this year Knaphill Methodists are beginning a special year of celebrations to mark the arrival of Methodism in the village 150 years ago and the
story of our church community since then. A number of special events are being planned (advance details below). We extend a hearty welcome to all who
would like to attend any of these events.
In connection with the Anniversary Year, we will be re-publishing and updating
the various documents which tell our story from our beginnings to the present
day.
A key event in the year will be a flower festival at our church over the weekend
of 11 and 12 June 2016, to which we shall be inviting local tradespeople, local
and circuit churches, and schools, fellowships and groups which are part of, or
connected with, our church and other local community groups to make donations of floral arrangements. On Sunday 12 June there will be a special service
at 10am to celebrate the life and witness of the church over the last 150 years.
This will be followed by a Songs of Praise style of service at 4pm that day which
we hope members of other churches in the Circuit will be able to attend.

Saturday 28 November 2015
Victorian themed Christmas Bazaar 10 - 2
10am, Sunday 21 February 2016
Special guest preacher, Rev John Hellyer, Chair, South East District

Trinity Methodist Church, Woking
Trinity are looking at new ways of serving God in their community. See page

12.

7:30pm, Saturday 27 February 2016
Concert given by the Almac Bisley Brass Band, in aid of Band-nominated charities and church funds
7:30pm, Saturday 12 March 2016

Walton Methodist Church

Talk on the history of Knaphill by local historian and author, Iain Wakeford

The Youth group are ramping up fund raising for their proposed trip to Uganda in 2016 against the background of uncertainty as to whether they can
meet their ambitious target in time. Please support the pantomime, Cinderella, on 11 & 12 December. Look out for details of Spring events early in the
new yea. 2016) . Rehearsals have commenced for the Walton Methodist
Players March 2016 production ‘A night on the Red Carpet’. This will take
place on 3,4 & 5 March 2016.
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Easter Weekend, 25 – 28 March 2016
Exhibition on Methodism down the years
10 – 12 June 2016
Flower Festival weekend
Saturday 24 – Sunday 25 September 2016
5
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Saturday 17 October

Bedding and Clothes Bank

As you will be aware from posters on display in your church, Churches Together in
Weybridge have started a Bedding and Clothes bank to compliment the work of the
Food Banks and address a different need. This initiative was the brain child of
Claire Smith, a member at Weybridge Methodist Church, one of the church representatives to Churches Together in Weybridge. Claire has worked tirelessly to get
this project off the ground. She has persuaded the Weybridge church council to
permit (free) use of the premises on a monthly basis and organised the rota of volunteers from across the Weybridge Churches.
The bank opened for the first time on 17 October with a team of volunteers from the
Methodist church. There were several ‘customers’ who went away with supplies of
bedding and clothes for themselves and their children. Listening to some of the stories was truly heart rending.
Claire has been overwhelmed by the response from people across the Circuit to her
plea for bedding, towels and clothes. She appreciates that individuals will not have
an endless supply, particularly of bedding and towels, but entreats you to ask
friends, relatives and neighbours. For contributions. It fair to say that early indications are that there is an even greater need to address than originally anticipated.
A huge thank you to all who have responded to the call for help. Please contact
Claire on 01932 847871 or email her at clothesandbeddingbank2015@gmail.com
with details of further donations.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Update on the current situation with the Manses.
David Lander took on the role of Manses Steward in Summer 2015. The Circuit
has four manses, situated in Walton on Thames, Byfleet, Woking and Knaphill.
With the various ministerial changes that occurred during the last connexional
year, only one is currently occupied by a Circuit Presbyter: Rev Dave Faulkner,
his wife Debbie and children at Knaphill.
In July 2015, the Circuit Meeting decided that we should try to let the other three
manses pending decisions about future requirements – for which not only the
2016/17 stationing process is relevant but also the on-going discussions on Circuit amalgamation.
We have been able to arrange short-term lets until early July 2016 at both the
Woking and Walton manses, leaving time for them to be vacated and made
ready for the two new Presbyters we hope to welcome in September 2016. The
Woking manse has been taken by a couple with a new born baby who previously
lived in Newbury and are looking to rent somewhere whilst they look for a house
to buy in the Woking area with an easier commute to London. The Walton manse
is occupied by a couple with two grown-up children who are already living in Walton but needed to re-locate.
The situation at Byfleet is rather different as we are not looking to station a Presbyter in the house in 2016/17. A longer-term let is therefore theoretically possible, although some fairly significant refurbishment would first be necessary.
In September the Circuit Meeting decided that the options should be considered
further including the potential for the property to be used for housing refugees. At
the time of writing we are in touch with both Woking BC and the Methodist Trustees in Manchester to establish whether that is a realistic option.
Valuations (for rent or sale) and estimates for the necessary works for letting
have also been obtained and a decision will be taken by the Circuit Meeting in
due course.

David Lander October 2015
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Meeting more neighbours

Confirmation and Reception into Membership

Rev Claire Hargreaves reports in a recent visit to Jordan on behalf of ‘All We
Can’, the mission department of the Methodist church.

Do you want to explore a little more about your faith and what it means to
make a Christian commitment?

This is the fifth year of war in Syria and with no end in sight, the plight of those
caught up in the conflict is getting worse. We have recently seen heart-breaking
scenes in the media of refugees risking their lives trying to reach Europe in
search of some peace and stability. Yet the vast majority of displaced Syrians
remain in the Middle East, mainly in Lebanon and Jordan. Following our visit to
Jordan earlier this year, my daughter Jessica and I travelled there again in October on behalf of All We Can, the Methodist relief and development organisation,
to re-visit some of their partner projects.

Are you considering becoming confirmed and received as a member of the
Methodist Church at one of the churches in the Guildford Circuit or the
Woking and Walton-on-Thames Circuit?

All We Can’s partner, Medair, helps the most vulnerable Syrians through their
cash donation scheme. Safran invited us into her cousin’s tent pitched in the
desert in Mafraq, Northern Jordan. She had fled from Homs when the bombing
destroyed their neighbourhood in 2012. Her 90 year old father was lying on a
mattress in the tent, unable to talk, too weak to stand, in desperate need of medical help. There are 5 people living in the tent, including her cousin Awad, his
sister and her son, 3 year old Aymen whose father had been killed in Syria.
Awad occasionally gets work on a local farm, but this is risky as it is illegal for
Syrian refugees to work and if caught, he could be deported. The only other income they have is from the cash assistance Medair have given them which was
100JD (just under £100) per month for a limited period of 6 months.

Then why not come along to a series of informal meetings which will explore
the whole idea of Christian commitment, living a Christian life and being a
Methodist.
The meetings will include plenty of space to ask questions.
This is a time of exploration, so even if you are not sure whether you want to
become a church member, come along to think it through. If you are already a
member, you would be welcome to join these meetings as a form of refresher.
Services of confirmation and the reception of new members will be held in your
home churches during 2016.

The meetings are being held on the following days :
Thursday 7th January 2016 2.30pm and 7.30pm
Thursday 14th January 2016 2.30pm and 7.30pm
Thursday 21st January 2016 2.30pm and 7.30pm
Thursday 28th January 2016 2.30pm and 7.30pm
2.30pm meetings will be at Walton-on-Thames Methodist Church

It is important that everyone who is interested tries to attend all of these
meetings (one on each day).
If you would like to find out more, or if you are planning to come, please contact:
Claire Hargreaves on telephone 01483 536638, (for the 2.30pm meetings),
8
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Café Style Worship at Trinity
On Sunday 25th October Trinity held a Refection & Renewal Service not only to celebrate the amount of work already being done by our congregation but to also find
new ways of serving God and our community. We displayed pictures of the five angels of our Church, which were chosen at the end of the Healthy Church Exercise,
at stations around the Church. These angels represent areas of our Church life;
Worship; Pastoral; Youth & Children; Practical; & Community. We set up a grape
vine with leaves attached on the left hand side, each leaf showing one of the areas
where Trinity is already making valuable contributions. During the service people
were asked to visit the angel stations to talk about that area of Church life. They
were then encouraged to take a leaf and write on it a gift or talent they could offer
and then to take the leaf and stick it onto the right hand side of the vine. Over 100
people attended and everyone caught the spirit of the service and responded willingly with the offering of gifts and talents.

The last payment is in October. Food vouchers provided to them by the World
Food Programme were withdrawn 3 months ago. WFP is running out of money
so food vouchers have been withdrawn from all families with less than five children. Medication, water, food and limited electricity have to be paid for so the
future looks bleak for Safran and her family once Medair’s help comes to an end.
The heat and dust in the tent was oppressive. Doctors have advised the family
that the father needs to be in hospital but they do not have the means even to
pay for his transportation. The heat in the tent will be replaced by the freezing
cold of the winter soon. Safran prays that there will be more funds for Medair so
they can continue to help her and her father survive.
Claire Hargreaves
For more information or to donate see the website www.allwecan.org.uk/syria or
telephone 02074675132. There will be a fuller report of Claire and Jessica’s latest visit in the next edition.

It was a new venture for us to set the worship area out “Café Style” but it really suited the occasion and we will be considering ways of how we can use this style again.

Circuit Planning Group
Following the permission of all church councils/circuit meetings for the Guildford
and Woking and Walton-on-Thames circuits to continue to pursue a conversation
on a future re-shaping of the two circuits into a single circuit, the Circuit Leadership teams appointed a Circuit Planning Group, comprised of members of both
circuits. They are: from Guildford - Rev Claire Hargreaves, Margaret Faulkner,
Margaret Ireland and Jenny Jackson; from Woking Rev David Faulkner, Liz
Swift, Linda Weedon and John Nelson; Rev Dr Claire Potter (Superintendent)
and - wherever possible - a District representative
The work of this group is to:
* Facilitate the church council/meeting discussions around re-shaping through
regular information sharing at church councils/meetings or other forums, and
printed information - such as the information leaflet distributed to all church goers
in both circuits at the start of September
* To develop models of how a new circuit might look and work, in areas such as
Circuit Meeting, Finance, Property, Safeguarding, Local Preachers' Meeting.

Sabbacals
Two of our ministers are taking Sabbaticals this Connexional year. Rev Asif Das
is already on his Sabbatical, and returns in January 2015, while Rev Dr Claire
Potter will be away from 24 March to 7 July 2015.

Jean Normington
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